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Following its Guidance issued on April 6, 2020, the Irish Data Protection Commission signaled its

intent to begin enforcement against companies who fail to adhere to the Commission’s guidelines on

the use and management of consent regarding cookie technologies. With the impending effective

enforcement date of October 6, 2020, companies should step back to take stock of their cookie

practices.

Express Consent Reigns Supreme. Companies cannot rely on implied consent. The individual

user must be required to take some affirmative action to give their consent.

User Interface Design Around Cookies – The DO’s and DON’Ts. The Guidance issued by the

Commission provided some concrete directives around cookie consent and user interface design

including the following:

DON’T use pre-checked boxes for individual user consent to your company’s notice regarding its

privacy and cookie practices.

DON’T set any “slider” options to “On” as the default.

DON’T use cookies as individuals review and decide if they want to consent to your privacy

policies or cookie notice.
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DO pay attention to web accessibility guidelines. If your site is not designed to allow for individuals

with visual impairments to actively engage with your granular privacy and cookie choices, you

could face scrutiny.

DO provide both “Accept” and “Reject” options to individuals. Cookie management for individuals

should be granular and provide meaningful choice.

The Irish Data Protection Commission does not stand alone in its provision of guidance around

distinct requirements for the use of cookie technologies: similar guidance has been issued by the

data protection authorities in France, Germany, and Spain, as well as the United Kingdom’s

Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO).

Coupled with emerging regulatory requirements in the United States, such as Nevada’s cookie law

and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), this fall seems to be the season to revisit

compliance programs and cookie practices.
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